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Overview
DataIntell is an application designed to help you better understand your data 
and storage utilization. This analytic tool helps identify old and unused files 
and gives better insights into data changes, file duplication and used space 
over time. It is designed to help deal with managing large amounts of data 
growth and provide detailed, user-friendly, and accurate analytics of your data 
use, storage, and cost, allowing you to optimize your storage and monitor its 
usage, whether it be in-prem or on the cloud!

Intelligent data management is an essential part of data utilization and can 
greatly optimize the operations and finances of businesses. With the average 
company managing over 100 TB of data and a trend towards cloud storage, 
questions of security of information, classification, efficient file research and 
cost control are becoming central issues

Wasabi Hot Cloud Storage Delivers 
Breakthrough Economics and Performance
Wasabi is the hot cloud storage company delivering low-cost, fast, and 
reliable cloud storage on-demand. Wasabi’s solution is 80% less expensive 
and is faster than first-generation cloud vendors. Wasabi hot cloud storage 
is designed with eleven nines (99.999999999%) of object durability and data 
immutability that guarantees stored objects cannot be deleted or modified by 
anyone. Not only is Wasabi 80% less expensive to store data than traditional 
cloud providers, but there are also no fees for egress or API requests. Wasabi 
keeps all data “hot” so it can be accessed in milliseconds. All DataIntell 
and Wasabi customers can treat their data as hot data, so they can shorten 
upload windows and quickly access their data for faster restore times.

Gain greater data insights with  
DataIntell + Wasabi
Customers using Wasabi hot cloud storage can maximize the value of their 
data by leveraging DataIntell’s analytics platform. The DataIntell software 
can identify “cold” or inactive data on a customer’s system. This data can be 

• Lower total cost of ownership for 
on-premises and Cloud Storage

• Recuperate capacity on your most 
expensive storage

• Give back control to data owners 

Get a clear picture of your 
data spread with DataIntell 
and Wasabi

• Discover the true cost of storage 
with analytics and insights

• Centralized search engine for all the 
files and folders of an organization

• Monitor specific projects, groups 
or folders scattered through your 
infrastructure and in the cloud

• Find duplicated files between 
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taking up valuable real estate if sitting on-premises unused. DataIntell can calculate how much a group of files costs to 
store, and assists the customer in moving that data to a more cost-effective storage location, such as Wasabi. These cost-
saving measures, combined with powerful search and data management functionalities, give customers the tools to make 
Wasabi’s low-cost cloud storage even more budget friendly.
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ABOUT WASABI
Wasabi provides simple, predictable and affordable hot cloud storage for businesses all over the world. It enables 
organizations to store and instantly access an unlimited amount of data at 1/5th the price of the competition with no complex 
tiers or unpredictable egress fees. Trusted by tens of thousands of customers worldwide, Wasabi has been recognized as one 
of technology’s fastest-growing and most visionary companies. Created by Carbonite co-founders and cloud storage pioneers 
David Friend and Jeff Flowers, Wasabi is a privately held company based in Boston.
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